Mike Malec's Real Estate Watch
Learn from Me! What to do before a Natural Disaster hits
I never in my wildest dreams expected to completely lose my home in the Marshall Fire that swept through Boulder County on
Dec. 30th 2021. I’ll be writing a lot in future newsletters about what happened, what I wish I had done differently, and the long process of
rebuilding our home. Right now, things are pretty raw and what I have to tell you will be blunt and will not pull any punches. Hopefully as
time goes on I can become more thoughtful, but trust me, if you ever have the misfortune to be in my shoes, you’ll wish someone had
grabbed you by your shirt and made you do the following before they let go. This article is my metaphorical shirt grab.
I’ll start with the good news, we’re all safe, my wife, our puppy and I are currently in a hotel in Westminster, hoping to be in a
rental home in Rock Creek in Superior by the time you receive this newsletter. Now, the bad news. We lost almost everything. I was home
when it was time to evacuate and I was able to grab our computers, a few important papers, a stash of gift cards and cash, Jenny’s jewelry
box, some of my cameras, a basket of dog toys, dog food, a crate of dog stuff and some random things I thought we might need for the
night or two we would be out of our home. That’s it. I didn’t have a home inventory, I didn’t have a box of important documents, and I
didn’t have an evacuation plan in place. Those were all things that people in the wildfire prone foothills had, not those of us that live in the
suburbs within sight of the fire department had to worry about.
As I write this entering week 4 of our post-fire life I do have some immediate advice for all of my friends and clients. Today, go
through your home and photograph every wall of every room, the floor of every room, the ceiling of every room, inside every closet, inside
every drawer, inside every cabinet, inside your garage, inside your shed, every exterior face of your house, your yard, your trees and any other landscaping features. Store those photos in the cloud and update them annually. This is the bare minimum. The 60 minutes you will
spend doing this will be invaluable if the worst ever happens. A long-term item on my to-do list was to create a home inventory, a list of
everything I owned with details and pricing. I never got that off my to-do list and I can tell you that today, I would trade many things I’ve
done over the past several years to have that list. If you don’t want to take the time to create that list yourself, there are companies you can
hire to do it for you like www.exactinventory.com. United Policy Holders, a consumer advocacy group you quickly learn of after a disaster,
has sample inventories if you need help to create your own. Get it done and get it done soon. You’ll never know if you’ll need it, but if you
ever do, you will be so thankful not to have to try to create that list from memory while sitting traumatized in a hotel room.
Your next to-do is to contact your insurance agent and have a frank discussion with them about the replacement value for rebuilding your home. We have come to learn that if you have a company agent at a major insurer (State Farm, USAA, American Family, etc.),
they have no real liability if their best guess for your reconstruction costs is low. It’s up to you to make sure you have enough to re-build.
This is slightly different if you use an insurance broker, they do have some liability, but after the disaster is not the time you want to find
out if you have enough or not. For people in the Front Range of Colorado, what I’m hearing today, is that you need at least $350 per above
grade square foot and $100 per finished basement square footage to rebuild a middle of the road home. If you have a high-end home, those
numbers could be as high as $800 & $250. Do the math, take your square footages and use those numbers and then check your insurance
policy. If the experience of my 39 immediate neighbors who lost their homes holds true, one half to two thirds of you reading this don’t
have enough to rebuild. If you live outside Colorado, call a local builder and get those numbers for your area. I will never rely on my insurance person again to make a guess at what those costs are. Every year I will talk to builders to make sure I have enough coverage.
Don’t be me! Don’t find yourself in my shoes, looking back at the things I should have done. Take some time to make sure you’re
ready in case you ever find yourself in my situation. I truly hope you never do, but I do hope, as you read about my journey through this
process, that you’ll be far more prepared than I was in case you ever have a very bad day!
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303-588-5716 direct

Westminster - $940,000

1759 W 113th Avenue
Westminster - $640,000

1836 22nd Street
Boulder - $1,299,000

219 1st Avenue
Superior - $1,141,000

Beautiful semi-custom 5BR
cottage style home with attached carriage house, quietly
located on pocket park in
Bradburn Village! Separate
entrance to carriage house.

This big, beautiful two-story
w/ full walkout in The
Ranch boasts amazing new
outdoor living spaces on all 3
levels and was also the best
deal in the neighborhood!

Newer construction in
Downtown's Whittier South.
Modern, professionally designed finishes - honed granite, custom cabinetry, polished concrete flooring.

Brand new construction by
Boulder Creek Builders in
the Roger’s Farm subdivision
in Old Town Superior.

11687 Newton Street

First Quarter 2022
The Marshall Fire is not only having effects on the residents who lost their homes, but will also be creating profound effects
to the Boulder County real estate market. To me, the first overall effect is that we had around 1,100 homes removed from the roll of
homes in Boulder County for the next 2-4 years with an unknown additional number of homes temporarily removed due to smoke
damage. Let’s call this 1,500 households, with multiple people per household, with an immediate need for replacement housing. This
new group of tenants has had a major impact on the rental market, absorbing most available rental properties within a 30 minute
commute and the majority of these people will be in those rentals for the next 2-3 years. Rental rates will rise and vacancy rates will
remain very low. Hopefully the isolated cases of rental price gouging are prosecuted and remain a small aberration in the market.
The resale market effects of the fire break down along the lines of three groups that I think exist amongst people directly
affected by the fire. The first group is, I believe, a relatively small group. These people have the personal or familial financial resources available that allow them to immediately go buy a replacement home to move into while their burned/damaged home is rebuilt/repaired. This group is already having an impact on our showing traffic and added an extra boost of buyer demand to an already
competitive, very low available inventory start of the year. I would expect the impact of this group to be a relatively short-term impact
that maybe lasts through summer 2022.
The second group, of which I am a member, is the largest group. We lost our homes or have heavy damage and are mired in
the middle of a long process of insurance compensation and eventual rebuild, remodel, and/or repair. Being a member of this group,
I can personally say that this group has very little idea of what we are doing for the immediate future. We’re just starting to figure out
what insurance proceeds we’ll receive and how far those proceeds will go towards our recovery process. Whether we eventually move
back into our recovered homes or decide to sell them, the impact to the market is at best, 24 – 36 months away from today.
The third group, which I fervently hope is very small, contains people that will not be able to recover from this fire financially or emotionally. This group will be taking the pitifully small insurance payout being offered, opting not to rebuild and walking away
with losses in the hundreds of thousands of dollars. Some members of this group will have such small payouts that they will not be
able to pay off their mortgages and bankruptcy/foreclosure will be their sole relief. Eventually the properties of this small group will
be sold as vacant lots which will be rebuilt upon. A really good developer, with existing plans and a network of sub-contractors, may
be able to have a finished home to add to our market as available inventory 18-24 months from now.
So, my thinking is that we’ll see tight rental market conditions for the foreseeable future. We’ll see a short-term boost to the
resale market and then longer-term effects almost two years out where maybe we start seeing new, rebuilt homes adding to our inventory levels above and beyond other market trends.
Stay strong everyone. Our area has a long road ahead with insurance and rebuilding issues but
we will come out the other side stronger and better!
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